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Haven't seen any other weigh-ins from other board members but sure thing Steve, whatever the planning board
wants to do.  I have no dog in the race :) or as I picked up elsewhere, "not my cattle, not my farm".  I do like your
suggestion to add this topic/discussion to the Planning Board's November meeting. 

I'd point out two things for the Planning Board to consider.
1. I believe the purpose of the general code review was to clean up inconsistencies and/or perhaps non-

compliant matters, not a wholesale revision.  Given my understanding of the 30+ year old "hand me
down" source of the ordinances, and the many changes throughout the past 28 years from many
different authors, strikes me as short money to find out a base-line state-of-affairs from an expert
source.  Might find things are pretty tight Steve.  Might find otherwise.  Never know until you take a
Dyson to them  :) 

2. I appreciate a loose linkage with the Comprehensive Plan.  However, I don't see the Plan and
Ordinances as having a serial-threaded dependency.  I'm not aware of anyone stating that the current
Ordinances are in lock-step with the 2008 Comprehensive Plan vision.  And I hope the Planning Board
isn't expecting much detail from the Plan related to specific ordinances.  Just as one example, the
Housing section of the plan could broadly suggest something like:  

"If the town is serious in addressing available housing options to retain and attract year-round
families, then it should review housing-related ordinances with a lens that more easily
facilitates accessory dwelling units, multi-family units, or even {pick your favorite housing
obstacle here}".    

Again, just an example.  The point is, the Plan recommendations would naturally be high-level with just
enough vision for the Selectboard, Planning Board, Finance Committee, etc. to act upon.  

But as I started out, whatever the Planning Board wants to do.   

I have no dogs nor cattle :)  

On Sun, Oct 31, 2021 at 12:44 PM <planningboard@townoflongisland.us> wrote: 
Wes 
Here's my thinking on engaging with General Code.  I am not opposed -  
but now is not the time for the town to expend funds for a third-party  
review and potential revision of the Town's Ordinances. 
 
I recommend seeing what the Comprehensive Plan committee produces as  
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